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1. OREGON COURTS PROVIDE INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR GUIDANCE 
(Leslie Bottomly) 

A. Avanti Press, Inc. v. Employment Department2 

In this case, the Court provided welcome relief to companies that engage independent contractors 
as sales representatives.  As frequently occurs in these cases, the dispute arose when a sales 
representative filed a claim for unemployment benefits listing Avanti, a greeting card company, 
as her “employer.”  This prompted a notice of tax assessment to Avanti by the Oregon 
Employment Department for unemployment taxes. 

The key issue in Avanti was whether the sales representative was “free from direction and 
control over the means and manner of providing the services.”  If so, then she was an 
independent contractor.  Some variation of the right to control test is common in statutory 
definitions of independent contractor.  The Court, analyzing the common law history of the test, 
emphasized that the test: 

* * * has never required that an “independent contractor” be free from all 
direction and control.  Rather, the question is whether the party contracting for 
services maintains control over the “means and manner” of performance or, 
instead, gives more generalized instructions concomitant to the “right of the 
person for whom the services are provided to specify the desired results.” 

In Avanti, the sales representative maintained a home office, used her own vehicle, set her own 
work schedule, and was paid purely on commission.  Avanti set the prices and targets, and 
provided the representative with some limited training and sales policies.  The representative 
carried business cards with the Avanti name, and, for a time, she did not represent any other 
businesses.  However, eventually she began representing two, other manufacturers, and those 
manufacturers then were listed on her business cards.  

The Court found persuasive the evidence that the representative set her own schedule, and that 
the company’s expectations revolved around results rather than methods used to obtain those 
results.  The Court noted that Avanti “‘kept its hands off . . . day-to-day activities as long as [she] 
met her sales goals and no issues arose relating to any orders she secured.’“  The Court noted 
that “‘[i]t has generally been held that a commission salesman who works on a part-time basis, 
selling only when he feels like it or when the opportunity presents itself, is an independent 
contractor.’“ 

B. Whitsett v. Employment Department3 

In this case, the Court determined that an occasional washer repair worker was an employee and 
not an independent contractor.  The worker in this case did not have set hours or days, charged 
by the hour, did not perform similar services for anyone else, did not advertise or market his 
services, was reimbursed for parts, and did not have contractor’s or electrician’s licenses and, on 
one occasion, he hired his brother to help him with the work and the owner paid the brother 
directly. 

                                                 
2 Avanti Press, Inc. v. Employment Department, 248 Or App 450, 274 P3d 190 (2012). 
3 251 Or App 699, 284 P3d 594 (2012). 
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The issue in this case was whether the worker had an independently established business.  This 
element requires that three of the following five criteria be met: 

(1) The person maintains a business location: 

(A) That is separate from the business or work location of the person 
for whom the services are provided; or 

(B) That is in a portion of the person’s residence and that portion is 
used primarily for the business. 

(2) The person bears the risk of loss related to the business or the provision of 
services as shown by factors such as: 

(A) The person enters into fixed-price contracts; 

(B) The person is required to correct defective work; 

(C) The person warrants the services provided; or 

(D) The person negotiates indemnification agreements or purchases 
liability insurance, performance bonds or errors and omissions 
insurance. 

(3) The person provides contracted services for two or more different persons within 
a 12-month period, or the person routinely engages in business advertising, 
solicitation or other marketing efforts reasonably calculated to obtain new 
contracts to provide similar services. 

(4) The person makes a significant investment in the business, through means such 
as: 

(A) Purchasing tools or equipment necessary to provide the services; 

(B) Paying for the premises or facilities where the services are 
provided; or 

(C) Paying for licenses, certificates or specialized training required to 
provide the services. 

(5) The person has the authority to hire other persons to provide or to assist in 
providing the services and has the authority to fire those persons.4 

The Court held that at most the worker met two of the above five criteria (his correction of 
defective work arguably met criteria that he bear the “risk of loss,” and his once having hired his 
brother to help arguably met the criteria that he have “authority to hire other persons”).  
However, the Court held that he did not have a separate business location, did not perform work 

                                                 
4 ORS 670.600(2)(b). 
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for others, and did not make a substantial investment in his business.  Therefore, the Court 
concluded he was an employee. 

C. Compressed Pattern, LLC v. Employment Dept.5 

In this case an architectural drafter provided services to Compressed Pattern for an hourly fee.  
The worker was given specifications and general deadlines for completion of work, but was 
otherwise not required to work specific hours, was not given an office, and was not told how to 
do the work.  The worker performed the work at a former employer’s office, using the former 
employer’s equipment, for which he was not charged.  The worker used his own vehicle and 
supplies and camera, for which he was not reimbursed.  He performed work for others during 
this period of time.  He did not carry liability insurance.  During this period of time, he took 
seven architectural licensing exams for which he paid $220 for each exam. 

The issue in this case was whether he met the “independent business” requirement.  The Court 
accepted that the worker provided services to others and had authority to hire and fire other 
qualified drafters.  However, the Court held that he did not meet any of the other criteria.  With 
respect to maintenance of separate business location, the Court held that although the worker 
performed the work at a separate location (his former employer’s office), he did not “maintain” 
the separate location because he did not pay to use those facilities.  Because he was paid based 
upon actual hours, did not carry liability insurance, and was not contractually required to 
indemnify Compressed Pattern or correct errors, the Court concluded he did not bear any risk of 
loss with regard to his services. 

With regard to whether the worker met the criteria of having made a significant investment in his 
business, the Court noted that the work performed for Compressed Pattern was drafting, which 
did not require an architect’s license.  Therefore, according to the Court, the investment (paying 
for architect exams) was not for the purpose of his existing business (drafting).  Further, he had 
not invested in CAD software or the printers necessary to create or produce the drawings. 

LESSON: 

These three Oregon Court of Appeals cases, all from 2012, reflect the following principles: 

(1) The Court will continue to support independent contractor status in situations 
where the criteria are clearly met and there is a long-established industry standard 
of using independent contractors.  (See, Avanti Press, Inc. v. Employment 
Department6 involving a traditional independent sales representative arrangement 
where the individual set her own schedule, was paid on commission, expenses 
were not reimbursed, represented other lines of business and the company was 
concerned with results (sales), not the means and manner in which she performed 
her work.) 

(2) The fact that someone works only very occasionally and is not supervised or 
given specific hours or shifts, and who performs a type of services traditionally 
performed by independent contractors, is not necessarily an employee.  (See 

                                                 
5 252 Or App 254 (2012). 
6 248 Or App 450, 274 P3d 190 (2012). 
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Whitsett v. Employment Department7 where an occasional washer repair person 
was an employee where he did not meet each of the required criteria and 
particularly did not have an independent business). 

(3) Just because a worker performs services for other businesses, has a separate work 
location and is free from direction and control, does not mean he is not an 
employee.  (See Compressed Pattern v. Employment Dept.8 where a draftsperson 
did not “maintain” separate business location because he used separate office for 
free). 

(4) Although a written contract stating that a worker is an “independent contractor” 
and laying out the criteria is not a slam dunk, but it can help.  In a number of the 
above cases, the absence of written requirements that the worker correct defective 
work and indemnify the company weighed against the employer. 

(5) Because many of the factors examined by the courts are outside of the employer’s 
control, it raises the question of how an organization determines with any 
certainty that an individual meets the criteria (e.g., verifying that the individual 
has other customers, “maintains” a separate work location, advertises, and invests 
in their business). 

 

2. BYOD (BRING YOUR OWN DEVICE):  WHEN EMPLOYEES USE PERSONAL 
DEVICES FOR WORK (Heidee Stoller) 

Increasingly, employers are allowing employees to use their own personal (as opposed to 
company-owned) computers, smartphones, and other personal devices for company as well as 
personal use.  While there are obvious benefits to such a policy in terms of flexibility, access, 
and cost, it can create serious legal risks for the employer, and requires a thoughtful policy 
covering security and privacy issues.9 

A. Security 

Allowing employees to use their own personal devices for work raises several security concerns.  
For example, personal devices tend to be small and are easily lost or stolen.  If an employee is 
storing confidential or sensitive company information on the device, such information could be 
compromised if the device is stolen or accessed by third parties.  Any compromised medical or 
other personal data, such as employees’ or customers’ social security numbers or credit card 

                                                 
7 251 Or App 699, 284 P3d 594 (2012). 
8 252 Or App 254 (2012). 
9 See generally, Philip M. Berkowitz, Legal Challenges Arise to ‘Bring Your Own Device’ Policies, New 
York Law Journal (July 16, 2012), 
http://www.law.com/corporatecounsel/PubArticleCC.jsp?id=1202563336410&Legal_Challenges_Arise_t
o_Bring_Your_Own_Device_Policies&slreturn=20121104154141; Roger Cheng, So You Want to Use 
Your Iphone for Work? Uh-Oh, The Wall Street Journal (Apr. 25, 2011), 
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748704641604576255223445021138.html?mod=WSJ_hp_
mostpop_read.  
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numbers, could trigger security breach notification obligations under various state laws,10 and 
provide the basis for private litigation under a variety of legal theories.11   

Security is also an issue when employees who use personal devices for work leave the company.  
Although an employer can require its employees to return company property, an employer 
cannot require an existing or former employee to hand over a device the employer does not own.   

Remote wiping programs, which enable a company to destroy all of the information on a stolen 
or lost personal device, can decrease the risk of a security breach.  However, if the device is 
owned by the employee, remote wiping may destroy personal information that is important to the 
employee, such as photographs and videos.  Furthermore, remote wiping of an employee-owned 
phone without consent runs the risk of violating federal law.   

B. Privacy 

Many companies monitor their employees’ emails and Internet usage on computers, telephones, 
and other devices for training, quality control, productivity, or other business purposes.  
Additionally, a company may need to access an employee’s work-related communications in 
connection with an investigation or litigation.  Employers may lawfully monitor and access 
devices that are owned by the company with appropriate policies in place to inform employees of 
the employer’s right to monitor and access the data.  It is unclear, however, the extent to which a 
company may access emails, text messages, web browsing history, and other information on an 
employee-owned personal device, even if this information is related to important issues 
impacting the company.12  The employer may find itself in a difficult situation where it needs to 
access information on a personal device owned by an employee, but without the clear legal right 
to do so. 

                                                 
10 See generally, State Security Break Notification Laws (National Conference of State Legislatures 
August 20, 2012), http://www.ncsl.org/issues-research/telecom/security-breach-notification-laws.aspx; 
ORS 646A.600, et seq.  Several federal laws may also be implicated for covered employers, such as 
financial institutions under the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act.  See Federal Trade Commission’s Financial 
Institutions and Customer Information: Complying with the Safeguards Rule, 
http://business.ftc.gov/documents/bus54-financial-institutions-and-customer-information-complying-
safeguards-rule.  
11 See, e.g., Paul v. Providence Health System-Oregon,  (2012) (healthcare provider not liable in damages 
for  negligence where theft of patients’ personal information from disks in employee’s car was never used 
or viewed by the thief or any other person).  Notably, Providence was nevertheless penalized by the 
Department of Health and Human Services under the HIPAA Privacy and Security Rules.  See Resolution 
Agreement dated July 9, 2008, 
http://www.hhs.gov/ocr/privacy/hipaa/enforcement/examples/providenceresolutionagreement.html.  More 
recently, a Massachusetts medical provider settled a HIPAA case for $1.5 million after the theft of an 
unencrypted personal laptop when the provider failed to take steps to ensure the confidentiality of data on 
portable devices. See HHS News Release (September 17, 2012), 
http://www.hhs.gov/news/press/2012pres/09/20120917a.html.  
12 See, e.g., Hatfill v. New York Times, 242 FRD 353, 354-355 (ED Va 2006) (New York Times did not 
have legal right to obtain interview notes stored on its reporter’s personal flash drive). 
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C. Personal Device Use Policies and Agreements 

If you allow your employees to use their own devices for company purposes or to access the 
company network using their own devices, it is important to have a written policy regarding the 
security and privacy issues discussed above.  At a minimum, a policy regarding personally-
owned devices should address the following: 

 Establish that there is no expectation of privacy with respect to any device used for 
company purposes, and notify employees of any monitoring of email usage and web 
browsing that may take place when connected to the corporate network; 

 Require adequate system requirements and configuration, such as enabling remote wiping 
and data encryption capabilities, disabling automatic backup or cloud storage, requiring 
or prohibiting application installation, and requiring password protection of the phone 
and an automatic time-out feature after a short period of time; 

 Require employees to immediately notify the company of loss or theft of the device, and 
ask employees to grant the company permission to wipe the device clean in the event of 
loss or theft; 

 Prohibit storage of certain types of highly sensitive information on personal devices;  

 Require employees to allow the employer to inspect the device(s) and delete confidential 
or sensitive information in the event the employee leaves the company or when otherwise 
deemed appropriate; 

 Require employees to allow the employer to access device(s) for legitimate business 
purposes, such as an investigation or a litigation hold, and establish that refusal to comply 
with the request could result in discipline up to and including termination;  

 Consider a provision stating that in exchange for using a personal device to access the 
corporate network, the company’s IT department has the ability to locate a 
personally-owned device at any time; 

 Consider having employees sign an acknowledgment agreeing to the terms of the policy.  

D. New Technology  

One way to solve some, but not all, of the problems discussed above is to use a mobile 
virtualization program that allows employees to sign in to the employer’s network from a remote 
device.  While programs, such as Citrix, have long been available for laptops, they are now being 
developed for personal devices as well.  The advantage of such a program is that it can minimize 
the employer information that resides on an employee-owned personal device.  Companies may 
also wish to consider requiring an encryption program to ensure that data transmitted by email to 
employee-owned devices is more secure.  
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LESSON: 
 
It is always important to stay up to speed on the impacts of technology on employment generally.  
As technology changes, employers will be expected to change with it, by taking adequate steps 
to protect their data anywhere it happens to reside.  Developing policies to meet these changes 
will be critical if employers hope to protect their confidential data. 

 

3. ARBITRATION AGREEMENTS AFTER CONCEPCION AND D.R. HORTON 
UPDATE (Sam Sandmire)   

In 1991, the U.S. Supreme Court issued a landmark employment law decision when it ruled that 
employers may, under the authority of the Federal Arbitration Act (“FAA”), require employees 
to utilize arbitration instead of court litigation to pursue certain employment claims.13  Now, 
more than 20 years later, the courts continue to define the contours and reach of arbitration 
agreements in employment claims, particularly class actions. 

Class action litigation is expensive and full of risk.  One option for employers seeking to limit 
their exposure to such claims is to utilize an arbitration agreement in which employees waive the 
right to bring a class action.  However, some courts have found such waivers “unconscionable” 
and refused to enforce them.  This could result in either (1) a class action within arbitration 
(lacking certain procedural protections for employers as well as the right to appeal) or (2) a 
costly class action in civil court.  The good news is that the U.S. Supreme Court continues to 
issue decisions favoring the enforceability of arbitration agreements in a variety contexts.  As 
recently as November 26, 2012, the Court issued an opinion enforcing an arbitration clause in a 
non-competition agreement in Nitro-Lift Technologies, L.L.C. v. Howard.14  On the other hand, 
plaintiffs continue to mine for, and some lower courts apply, exceptions. 

In AT&T Mobility LLC v. Concepcion15 (“Concepcion”), the U.S. Supreme Court considered an 
appeal in which the Ninth Circuit refused to enforce an arbitration agreement on the grounds that 
it was procedurally and substantively “unconscionable” under the law of California (following 
Discover Bank v. Superior Court.16  The Supreme Court reversed the Ninth Circuit, holding that, 
under the FAA, the arbitration agreement—and in particular its class action waiver—was valid.17  
The Court explained that the FAA preempts the state-court rule in Discover Bank because that 
rule required the availability of class-wide arbitration.  Such a rule undermines the central 
purpose of the FAA, which is “to ensure the enforcement of arbitration agreements according to 
their terms so as to facilitate streamlined proceedings.  Requiring the availability of class wide 
arbitration interferes with fundamental attributes of arbitration and thus creates a scheme 
inconsistent with the FAA.”18   

                                                 
13 Gilmer v. Interstates/Johnson Lane Corp., 500 US 20 (1991). 
14 No. 11-1377 (2012), http://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/12pdf/11-1377_3e04.pdf.  
15 131 S Ct 1740 (US 2011). 
16 36 Cal 4th 148, 30 Cal Rptr 3d 76, 113 P3d 1100 (Cal 2005). 
17 131 S Ct at 1750. 
18 Id. at 1748.  
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Significantly, many other states, including Oregon and Washington, had their own holdings 
equivalent to Discover Bank, largely prohibiting class arbitration waivers.19  Following the 
Concepcion holding, it appeared that class action waivers in arbitration agreements were 
generally enforceable.20  

Then, in January of 2012, the National Labor Relations Board (“NLRB”) decided D.R. Horton, 
Inc. and Michael Cuda.21 In that case the Board declared that any employment-related arbitration 
agreement that prohibits employees from pursuing collective or class action claims violates the 
National Labor Relations Act (“NLRA”), reasoning that a waiver requirement unlawfully 
restricts employees from engaging in protected concerted activity.  The decision  is currently on 
appeal in the Fifth Circuit.22  In the meantime, however, the NLRB continues to enforce its 
holding in D.R. Horton.23 

Many courts remain divided on the effect of the NLRB’s decision in D.R. Horton.24  While a 
majority seem to reject the Board’s decision,25 the matter is still unresolved, at least until the 
Fifth Circuit, and possibly the U.S. Supreme Court, decides the case on appeal. 

Courts also remain divided on the effect of Concepcion (a consumer, not employment, case) on 
class action waivers, particularly with respect to statutory employment claims.  For example, the 
California Supreme Court extended the Discover Bank Rule to wage and hour claims in Gentry 
v. Superior Court (2007).26  The Gentry court reasoned that a class action waiver would 
“interfere with employees’ ability to vindicate unwaivable rights and to enforce the overtime 
laws” and thus was unenforceable.27  While Discover Bank was explicitly overruled in 

                                                 
19 See Vasquez-Lopez v. Beneficial Oregon, Inc.; 152 P3d 940, 953 (Or Ct App 2007) (class action ban 
unconscionable); Scott v. Cingular Wireless, 160 Wn2d 843, 161 P3d 1000 (Wash 2007), overruled as 
stated in Coneff v. AT&T Corp., 673 F3d 1155, 1160 (9th Cir Wash 2012) (“Concepcion controls, the 
FAA preempts the Washington state law invalidating the class-action waiver”). 
20 See generally, e.g., Willis v. Nationwide Debt Settlement Group, 2012 US Dist LEXIS 45005 (D Or 
2012) (rejecting argument post-Concepcion that class-action waivers are unconscionable under either 
Oregon or Washington law). 
21 12-CA-25764, 2012 NLRB LEXIS 11 (NLRB Jan. 3, 2012). 
22 See Docket No. 12-60031 (5th Cir.).   
23 See, e.g., Convergys Corp.; 24 Hours Fitness USA, Inc., Case 20-CA-035419 (Nov. 6, 2012), available 
at http://www.nlrb.gov/news/nlrb-judge-finds-24-hour-fitness-arbitration-clause-violates-federal-labor-
law. 
24 See generally Davis v. Nordstrom, Inc., 2012 US Dist LEXIS 139563 (ND Cal 2012) (listing cases 
following and rejecting D.R. Horton, including Jasso v. Money Mart Express, Inc., 2012 US Dist LEXIS 
52538, at *19-28 (ND Cal) (declining to follow D.R. Horton); Spears v. Mid-America Waffles, Inc., 2012 
US Dist LEXIS 90902, at *6 (D Kan) (same); Reyes v. Liberman Broadcasting, Inc., 208 Cal App 4th 
1537, 2012 Cal App LEXIS 945, at *43-47 (same); Owen v. Bristol Care, Inc., 2012 US Dist LEXIS 
33671, at *12-13 (WD Mo) (following D.R. Horton); Herrington v. Waterstone Mortg. Corp., 2012 US 
Dist LEXIS 36220, at *17-19 (WD Wis) (same); see also LaVoice v. UBS Fin. Servs., Inc., 2012 US Dist 
LEXIS 5277, 2012 WL 124590, *6 (SDNY Jan. 13, 2012) (declining to follow D.R. Horton).   
25 See, D.R. Horton Decision on Class Action Waivers in Mandatory Arbitration Agreements Draws 
Decidedly Negative Reaction from Federal Courts, Amy Zdravecky and Josh Meeuwse, 
http://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/dr-horton-decision-on-class-action-wai-73339/.  
26 42 Cal 4th 443, 463. 
27 42 Cal 4th at 456–457.   
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Concepcion, some courts nevertheless maintain that Gentry remains good law.28  Other courts 
have refused to apply Concepcion where the claims involve the vindication of federal statutory 
rights.29   

The U.S. Supreme Court recently agreed to review a case which may soon resolve the issue of 
the application of class action waivers to federal statutory claims.30  While it is not an 
employment case, the Court is set to decide whether it will apply its Concepcion 
ruling―allowing arbitration agreements which prohibit class actions―to federal statutory 
antitrust claims. 

OREGON DEVELOPMENTS 
 

 Hatkoff v. Portland Adventist Med. Ctr.31 

In Hatkoff, the Oregon Court of Appeals upheld the dismissal of an employee’s age 
discrimination claim for failure to comply with the employer’s grievance and arbitration 
procedures.  In reaching its decision, the Court rejected the plaintiff’s argument that the dispute 
resolution procedures were “unconscionable.”  While a class action waiver was not at issue in 
this case, the Oregon court did enforce the arbitration and dispute resolution procedures required 
by the employer, and held that the employer has a defense to the claims when the employee fails 
to follow those procedures. 

 Fuqua v. Kenan Advantage Group, Inc.32 

In Fuqua, the court held that the FAA did not apply to the arbitration agreement at issue because 
the plaintiff was an interstate truck driver.  The FAA contains an explicit exemption where “the 
Arbitration Agreement is part of an employment contract for a worker engaged in interstate 
commerce and, thus, is exempt under §1 of the FAA.”33  The court then examined the agreement 
under Oregon contract law.  It was unclear whether there was an agreement at all because the 
employee repeatedly crossed out language regarding the venue for arbitration, while the 
employer repeatedly asked him to re-sign the agreement (presumably without any changes, 
although that was less than clear as well).  The employee contended that he: 
                                                 
28 See generally Davis v. Nordstrom, Inc., 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 139563  (ND Cal 2012) (listing cases 
following and rejecting Gentry after Concepcion, Lewis v. UBS Financial Services, Inc., 818 F Supp 2d 
1161, 1167 (ND Cal 2011); Iskanian v. CLS Transportation Los Angeles, LLC, 206 Cal App 4th 949, 960, 
142 Cal Rptr 3d 372 (2012) (depublished); Morvant v. P.F. Chang’s China Bistro, Inc., 2012 US Dist. 
LEXIS 63985, at *17-22 (ND Cal); Sanders v. Swift Transp. Co. of Ariz., LLC, 843 F Supp 2d 1033, 1037 
(ND Cal 2012); Valle v. Lowe’s HIW, 2011 US Dist LEXIS 93639, at *16-17 (ND Cal); Kinecta 
Alternative Financial Solutions, Inc. v. Superior Ct., 205 Cal App 4th 506, 516, 140 Cal Rptr 3d 347 
(2012); Reyes v. Liberman Broadcasting, Inc., 208 Cal App 4th 1537, 2012 Cal App LEXIS 945, at *19-
20; Brown v. Ralphs Grocery Co., 197 Cal App 4th 489, 498, 128 Cal Rptr 3d 854 (2011). 
29 See, e.g., Chen-Oster v. Goldman, Sachs & Co., 2011 US Dist LEXIS 73200 (SDNY July 7, 2011)  
(discrimination case under Title VII), currently on appeal, Parisi v. Goldman, Sachs & Co., No. 11-5229 
(2d Cir). 
30 See In re American Express Merchants’ Litigation., 634 F3d 187 (2d Cir. 2011), cert. granted, Am. 
Express Co. v. Italian Colors Rest., 2012 US LEXIS 8697 (US Nov. 9, 2012). 
31 252 Or App 210 (2012). 
32 2012 US Dist LEXIS 95852 (D Or 2012). 
33 Id. at **14-15. 
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*** rejected [his employer’s] form Arbitration Agreement by replacing California 
with Oregon as the location of arbitration. [The employer] did not accept his 
counter-offer and instead tried to coerce him to agree to arbitration in California. 
On multiple occasions Swanson asked Fuqua to sign the form Arbitration 
Agreement without changing the location of arbitration. Fuqua signed it  [*18] 
only after changing the location. Thus, he contends that there was never a 
“meeting of the minds” as required for a valid contract under Oregon law.34 

The court stayed the defendants’ motion to compel arbitration pending trial as to whether the 
parties actually agreed to arbitration.   

Notably, the court also addressed the application of ORS 36.620(5).  This statute requires 
advance written notice of arbitration requirements before starting work if those requirements are 
a condition of employment.  Specifically, if the employer wants to enforce arbitration as a 
condition of employment, the employer may only do so if:  (1) the employer notifies the 
prospective employee in a written offer letter at least 72 hours in advance of the start of 
employment that it will require arbitration of disputes; (2) provides a copy of the arbitration 
agreement; and (3) obtains the employee’s signature on the specific acknowledgment that is laid 
out in the statute.   In this case, the court held that ORS 36.620(5) does not apply where the 
arbitration agreement was signed voluntarily and not as a condition of employment.  Here, the 
agreement contained express language that it was not a condition of employment. 

LESSON: 
 
The Oregon courts generally favor arbitration agreements, including those that apply to 
employment claims.  However, the validity of class action waivers in employment agreements at 
this point remains unresolved.  For now, a waiver of the right to bring a class action to resolve 
workplace claims may violate the NLRA. 

 

4. EEOC UPDATE: TRANSGENDER DISCRIMINATION/TITLE VII AFTER 
MACY v. HOLDER  (Jeff Peterson) 

On April 20, 2012, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (“EEOC”) issued its 
decision in Macy v. Holder.35  The EEOC ruled that discrimination based upon gender identity, 
change of sex, and/or transgender status is tantamount to discrimination based upon sex and, 
therefore, a violation of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act. 

Macy is a transgender woman who, while still presenting as a man, applied for an open position 
at a crime lab as a Ballistics Forensic Technician with the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, 
and Explosives (“ATF”).  Her qualifications included work experience as a police detective and 
training and certification as a National Integrated Ballistic Information Network operator and a 
BrassTax ballistics investigator.  In her complaint, Macy alleged that the director of the crime lab 
told her that the job was hers as long as no problems arose during her background check.  In late 

                                                 
34 Id. at **17-18.   
35 Macy v. Holder, available at 
http://www.eeoc.gov/decisions/0120120821%20Macy%20v%20DOJ%20ATF.txt 
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March 2011, Macy informed the hiring contractor for the ATF that she was in the process of 
transitioning from male to female, and she requested the contractor to inform the director.  Ten 
days later, Macy was informed that the position was no longer available due to budget cuts. 

Macy was suspicious of the ATF’s explanation and contacted an ATF Equal Employment 
Opportunity (“EEO”) counselor.  The counselor informed her that the position had not been cut, 
but the ATF had hired someone else who was further along in the background investigation.  
Macy believed the ATF’s purported reason was pretextual and filed a formal EEO complaint 
with the ATF on June 13, 2011. 

In her complaint, Macy alleged discrimination based upon sex, gender identity (transgender 
woman), and sex stereotyping.  The ATF acknowledged her complaint on the basis of sex 
(female) and gender identity stereotyping, but refused to consider her claim for gender identity 
stereotyping as covered by Title VII.  Dissatisfied with the ATF’s response, Macy appealed to 
the EEOC. 

The EEOC sided with Macy.  The EEOC clarified “that claims of discrimination based on 
transgender status, also referred to as claims of discrimination based on gender identity, are 
cognizable under Title VII’s sex discrimination prohibition.”  Title VII provides that, for federal 
employment, “[a]ll personnel actions affecting . . . applicants for employment . . . shall be made 
free from any discrimination based on . . . sex.”36  The EEOC explained that, “[a]s used in 
Title VII, the term ‘sex’ encompasses both sex—that is, the biological difference between men 
and women—and gender.”  An employer engages in gender discrimination if it treats an 
employee differently for failing to conform to any gender-based expectations or norms.  
Therefore, discrimination against a transgender person is sex discrimination because it is based 
on the person’s unwillingness to conform to socially-constructed gender expectations.  The 
EEOC concluded “that intentional discrimination against a transgender individual because that 
person is transgender is, by definition, discrimination ‘based on . . . sex,’ and such discrimination 
therefore violates Title VII.” 

Although Oregon and Washington law already prohibited discrimination based upon gender 
identity or sex stereotyping, Macy v. Holder is a landmark decision by the EEOC because it is 
the first time the EEOC has held that transgender discrimination is sex discrimination within the 
meaning Title VII.   

LESSON: 

While federal courts have in recent years extended the reach of Title VII to sexual stereotyping 
and pervasive sexual contact,37 they have yet to acknowledge a cause of action under Title VII 
for discrimination based on sexual orientation, gender identity, change of sex, and/or transgender 
status.  Although Congress remains too polarized on lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender 

                                                 

36 42 USC § 2000e-16(a).  While not at issue in Macy v. Holder, Title VII also prohibits unlawful 
employment practices by private employers.  42 USC § 2000e-2(a). 
37 See Price Waterhouse v. Hopkins, 490 US 228 (1989) (extending Title VII protection to discrimination 
based on sexual stereotyping); Rene v. MGM Grand Hotel, Inc., 305 F3d 1061 (9th Cir 2002) (gay man 
who suffered “severe, pervasive, and unwelcome ‘physical conduct of a sexual nature’” at the hands of 
same-sex co-workers stated a valid claim of sex discrimination under Title VII).  
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(“LGBT”) issues to formally address them in legislation, President Obama’s public support for 
gay marriage earlier this year and the EEOC’s decision in Macy v. Holder may indicate a 
significant shift forward in LGBT rights.   

 

5. UPDATE ON MEDICAL MARIJUANA AND PRESCRIPTION DRUGS 
(Jeff Peterson) 

Employers have many legitimate reasons to require and maintain a drug-free workplace. 
However, their desire to be drug free is complicated by the fact that Oregon, Washington, and 
many other states have decriminalized the use of marijuana for medical use.  This year, 
Washington voters approved an initiative measure that also decriminalized the recreational use 
of marijuana under state law.38  Marijuana is often prescribed, or at least recognized as 
beneficial, to alleviate serious symptoms, such as pain and nausea, common to many disabling 
conditions.  Federal and many state laws require accommodation of disabilities, which may 
include allowing an employee to test positive for certain drugs.   

Notwithstanding the increasing prevalence of laws sanctioning the use of marijuana, the drug 
remains unlawful for any purpose under the federal Controlled Substances Act.39 The apparent 
conflicts between an employer’s obligations under the various state and federal laws makes it 
difficult for employers to know what to do, especially, when an employee who tests positive for 
marijuana can provide documentation supporting its lawful use under state law.   

A brief review of the key laws is helpful to understanding their scope. 

A. The Federal Controlled Substances Act 

The Controlled Substances Act categorizes drugs in five different schedules.40  Schedule I drugs 
are those that:  (1) have a “high potential for abuse,” (2) have “no currently accepted medical use 
in treatment in the United States,” and (3) “lack . . . accepted safety for use . . . under medical 
supervision.”41  Marijuana is a Schedule I drug.42  Possession of a Schedule I drug is a federal 
crime, and a first conviction is punishable by up to one year in prison and a minimum fine of 
$1,000.43 

B. The Oregon Medical Marijuana Act 

Under the Oregon Medical Marijuana Act, a person with a medical marijuana registry 
identification card may use marijuana only as justified to mitigate the symptoms or effects of a 
debilitating medical condition that qualifies under the statute for treatment with marijuana.44  The 
statute also exempts registered users and their caregivers from state criminal liability for 

                                                 
38 Washington Initiative Measure I-502, http://sos.wa.gov/_assets/elections/initiatives/i502.pdf.  
39 21 USC § 812, et seq. 
40 21 USC § 812(b). 
41 21 USC § 812(b)(1). 
42 21 CFR § 1308.11(d). 
43 21 USC § 844(a). 
44 ORS 475.306. 
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manufacturing, delivering, and possessing marijuana, provided that certain conditions are met.45  
The law does not require employers to accommodate the use of medical marijuana in the 
workplace.46 

In Emerald Steel Fabricators, Inc. v. BOLI,47 the Oregon Supreme Court was asked to decide 
whether an employer was liable for failing to engage in a meaningful interactive process to 
accommodate an employee’s disability due to the fact that the employer discharged the employee 
for using and testing positive for medical marijuana. The Court held that, under Oregon’s 
employment discrimination laws, the employer was not required to accommodate the employee’s 
use of medical marijuana.  The Court’s decision hinged upon its interpretation of a statutory 
limitation on the scope of Oregon’s disability laws.  Under this limitation, the protections of 
Oregon’s disability law does “not apply to any job applicant or employee who is currently 
engaging in the illegal use of drugs if the employer takes action based on that conduct.”48  The 
Court concluded that the use of medical marijuana is an illegal use of drugs because the 
Controlled Substances Act proscribes all use of marijuana.  The employer, therefore, acted 
lawfully when it discharged the employee for his illegal drug use, and had no obligation to 
engage in the interactive process. 

C. Washington Measure I-502 

Under Washington’s medical marijuana statute,49 employers are not required to accommodate 
the use of medical marijuana on the work-site or in conflict with a drug-free workplace policy.50  
Approval of I-50251 subordinated the importance of medical marijuana because I-502 generally 
decriminalized the use and possession of marijuana for any purpose under state law.  Adults who 
are 21 years of age or older may possess not more than one ounce of dried marijuana flowers, 16 
ounces of marijuana-infused products in solid form, or 72 ounces of marijuana-infused products 
in liquid form.52  The new law does not set an effective date for the legalization of the 
production, processing, and sale of marijuana, but instead, allows the state liquor control board 
until December 1, 2013, to adopt rules that will govern the market for recreational marijuana.53  
The law is silent on the issue of accommodation in employment or drug-free workplace policies. 

                                                 
45 ORS 475.309. 
46 ORS 475.340(2).  Moreover, in Oregon, the employment discrimination laws “do not apply to any job 
applicant or employee who is currently engaging in the illegal use of drugs if the employer takes action 
based on that conduct.”  ORS 659A.124(1).  Illegal use of drugs means “any use of drugs, the possession 
or distribution of which is unlawful under state law or under the federal Controlled Substances Act.” 
ORS 659A.122(2) (emphasis added).  Using prescription drugs without a prescription is illegal under both 
Oregon and federal law. ORS 475.752(3); 21 USC § 844(a). 
47 Emerald Steel Fabricators, Inc. v. BOLI, 230 P3d 518 (Or. 2010). 
48 ORS 659A.124(1). 
49 RCW 69.51A.005 – 903. 
50 RCW 69.51A.060(4) (“Nothing in this chapter requires any accommodation of any on-site medical use 
of cannabis in any place of employment”); and (6) (“Employers may establish drug-free work policies. 
Nothing in this chapter requires an accommodation for the medical use of cannabis if an employer has a 
drug-free work place.”); see also Roe v. TeleTech Customer Care Management (Colorado) LLC, 257 P3d 
586 (Wash. 2011). 
51 See footnote 38. 
52 I-502 § 15. 
53 I-502 § 10. 
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In TeleTech,54 the issue before the Washington Supreme Court was whether Washington’s 
Medical Use of Marijuana Act (“MUMA”) prohibits an employer from discharging an employee 
with a disability for authorized use of medical marijuana.  The Court held that MUMA does not 
prohibit an employer from discharging an employee for medical marijuana use, nor does it 
provide a civil remedy against the employer.  According to the Court, the language of MUMA is 
unambiguous—it does not regulate the conduct of a private employer or protect an employee 
from being discharged because of authorized marijuana use.  Moreover, the Court noted that 
Washington patients have no legal right to use marijuana under federal law, and that it would, 
therefore, not be a reasonable accommodation of a disability for an employer to violate federal 
law, or allow an employee to violate federal law, by employing a person who uses medical 
marijuana. 

Although the voters approved I-502 after the Court decided TeleTech, it seems unlikely the new 
law would alter an employer’s right to discharge an employee for violating a drug-free 
workplace policy: as Washington employers are not required to permit marijuana use for 
medicinal purposes, it stands to reason that they would not be required to permit marijuana use 
for recreational purposes.  Moreover, the illegality of marijuana under the Controlled Substances 
Act continues to justify policies prohibiting its use at any time that it could affect an employee’s 
performance.55  Nevertheless, the absence of any reference to employment in the new law leaves 
it open for challenge. 

LESSON: 

The decriminalization of medical marijuana in Oregon, and the legalization of marijuana under 
Washington law, do not appear to pose a significant roadblock to employers who wish to 
maintain a drug-free workplace.  So long as marijuana remains a controlled substance that is 
illegal under federal law, it is likely that employers can continue to exclude from employment 
employees and applicants who test positive for marijuana.  Employers should nevertheless 
maintain clear written policies regarding drug and alcohol use, and advise employees that testing 
positive for marijuana―even when the employee is using it for medicinal purposes―will not be 
excused or accommodated. 

 

6. FAILURE TO EXHAUST INTERNAL REMEDIES: THE NEW DEFENSE  
(Stacey Mark) 

The Oregon Court of Appeals recently upheld the dismissal of an employee’s age discrimination 
claim under state law for failure to comply with the employer’s grievance and arbitration 
procedure.  In Hatkoff v. Portland Adventist Medical Center,56 the employee signed a written 
acknowledgment that he had received the employee handbook and was responsible for reading it 

                                                 
54 See footnote 50. 
55 In Washington, possession of prescription drugs without a prescription is a felony.  Arguably, under the 
reasoning in TeleTech, allowing an employee to commit a felony would not be a reasonable 
accommodation. 
56 Case No. A143162 (Sept. 12, 2012) (hereafter, Hatkoff).  
http://scholar.google.com/scholar_case?case=9677539052690013564&q=hatkoff+v.+portland+adventist+
medical+center&hl=en&as_sdt=2,38.  
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and understanding its contents.  The acknowledgment also stated that in the event he was 
dissatisfied with any action taken by his employer, the employee would submit the matter to the 
employer’s grievance and arbitration procedures.  The employer issued later versions of the 
handbook that explained the dispute resolution procedures, for which the employee also signed 
acknowledgments, but these did not contain an explicit commitment to follow the employer’s 
procedures.  

The grievance and arbitration procedure at issue required the employee to submit a written 
grievance and requested solution within 90 calendar days of the event giving rise to the 
grievance.  The arbitration provided an alternative deadline for submitting the grievance, which 
was the applicable limitations period for matters ultimately subject to arbitration.  The grievance 
provided for multiple internal steps with four, different decision-makers before reaching 
arbitration:  (1) the employee’s immediate supervisor; (2) the department head; (3) an 
“administrative officer” in concurrence with the human resources department; and (4) the 
company president or his/her designee. At each stage of the process, the decision-maker was 
required to provide the employee with a written response within 14 calendar days, or as soon as 
practicable.  An employee dissatisfied with the result at any stage was required to renew the 
grievance and “advance” to the next level within 14 days.  The decision of the president or 
designee was final, unless the grievance was arbitrable.  An employee dissatisfied with the final 
result with respect to a matter that was arbitrable had to initiate arbitration by giving the 
employer written notice of the intent to arbitrate within the longer of the applicable statute of 
limitations or 60 calendar days of the mailing of the final written decision. The failure of the 
employee to timely initiate or advance the grievance to the next step resulted in the waiver of the 
employee’s right to pursue the underlying issue in court or arbitration.  The employer was also 
bound to follow a designated procedure with multiple steps prior to initiating arbitration against 
an employee.57 

The employee did not submit a written grievance in accordance with the procedure or contact the 
human resources director.  Instead, he filed an administrative charge with the Equal Employment 
Opportunity Commission (EEOC) and thereafter filed an action in state court for age 
discrimination.  The employer moved to dismiss or abate the action pending arbitration, arguing 
that the employee was precluded from raising his employment-related claim in court because he 
had failed to follow the internal grievance and arbitration procedure.  The trial court rejected the 
employee’s claim that the employer’s procedure was unconscionable and granted the employer’s 
motion to dismiss.   

On appeal, the court affirmed the decision, finding that, as a whole, the grievance and arbitration 
process afforded the employee the opportunity for complete and substantial relief and, therefore, 
it was not substantively unconscionable.58  The court further concluded that there was no 
procedural unconscionability, as there was no attempt to hide or mislead the employee regarding 
the existence or nature of the dispute resolution procedure.59 

                                                 
57 The employer had to notify the employee in writing of a claim and the requested solution within the 
longer of 90 days or the applicable statute of limitations, after which the employee was required to 
arrange a meeting through Human Resources with the employer’s representative.  If the parties failed to 
resolve the issue at the meeting or the employee failed to respond, the employer could initiate arbitration. 
58 Hatkoff at pp. 7, 16. 
59 Id. at pp. 17-18. 
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LESSON: 

Hatkoff is a great case for employers.  First, the case establishes a complete defense to an 
employment claim for employers that maintain a satisfactory grievance or other alternative 
dispute resolution procedure that the employee agreed, but failed, to follow.  Second, Hatkoff 
confirms that it is permissible for an Oregon employer to contractually shorten the statute of 
limitations applicable to employment-related claims.60  

 

7. EMPLOYER CONFIDENTIALITY POLICIES UNDER ATTACK BY FEDERAL 
AGENCIES (Stacey Mark) 

Written employment policies have become a focus of increased scrutiny by agencies such as the 
National Labor Relations Board (NLRB), the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission 
(EEOC), and state agencies responsible for enforcement of employment laws.  These agencies 
often request copies of an employer’s written employment policies as an adjunct to an audit or 
investigation of a charge of unlawful employment practices.  Employers have been found in 
violation of major employment laws based solely on the content of their written employment 
policies, particularly those that impose confidentiality obligations or restrictions on speech.   

For example, social media policies have come under intense scrutiny by the NLRB.  Earlier this 
year, the NLRB Office of General Counsel issued OM 12-59 (GC Memo),61 its third 
memorandum on employer social media policies, addressing whether specific employer policies 
violate an employee’s right under Section 7 of the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) to 
engage in “concerted activities.”62 A rule is unlawful under Section 8 of the NLRA if it “would 
reasonably tend to chill employees in the exercise of Section 7 rights.”63  With respect to 
employer rules on the use of social media, the NLRB explained: 

Rules that are ambiguous as to their application to Section 7 activity, and contain 
no limiting language or context that would clarify to employees that the rule does 
not restrict Section 7 rights, are unlawful.  ***  In contrast, rules that clarify and 
restrict their scope by including examples of clearly illegal or unprotected 

                                                 
60 Note that such a limitation would not apply to the filing of administrative charges with the EEOC or 
other agency where such charges are a prerequisite to filing suit. 
61 Available at http://www.nlrb.gov/publications/operations-management-memos.  
62 29 USC § 151, et seq.  Section 7 extends to all employees (not limited to union members) the right to 
engage in, or to refrain from engaging in, concerted activities for the purpose of collective bargaining or 
other mutual aid or protection.  29 USC § 157 (“Employees shall have the right to self-organization, to 
form, join, or assist labor organizations, to bargain collectively through representatives of their own 
choosing, and to engage in other concerted activities for the purpose of collective bargaining or other 
mutual aid or protection, and shall also have the right to refrain from any or all of such activities except to 
the extent that such right may be affected by an agreement requiring membership in a labor organization 
as a condition of employment as authorized in section 158(a)(3) of this title.”).  Section 7 rights only 
extend to non-supervisory employees.  29 USC §152(3) (excluding supervisors from the definition of 
employee). 
63 Lafayette Park Hotel, 326 NLRB 824, 825 (1998), enfd. 203 F3d 52 (DC Cir 1999). 
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conduct, such that they would not reasonably be construed to cover protected 
activity, are not unlawful.64 

On its face, this explanation makes sense.  However, in practice, the difference between what the 
NLRB concludes is and is not unlawful often comes down to semantics.  For example, while it 
was permissible for an employer to suggest that employees address concerns through internal 
procedures, it was unlawful to say that employees are encouraged to use such resources rather 
than social media.  The GC opined that “[a]n employer may reasonably suggest that employees 
try to work out concerns over working conditions through internal procedures.  However, by 
telling employees that they should use internal resources rather than airing their grievances 
online, we found that this rule would have the probable effect of precluding or inhibiting 
employees from the protected activity of seeking redress through alternative forums.” 65   

Particularly disconcerting is the NLRB’s narrow view of the permissible restrictions on 
employee disclosure of confidential information.  The NLRB found all of the following 
restrictions on the use or disclosure of confidential information unlawful for the reasons stated: 

 Don’t release confidential guest, team member or company information . . . .  This 
“would reasonably be interpreted as prohibiting employees from discussing and 
disclosing  information regarding their own conditions of employment, as well as the 
conditions of employment of employees other than themselves . . . .”66 
 

 You should never share confidential information with another team member unless 
they have a need to know the information to do their job.  ***  Don’t have 
conversations regarding confidential information in the Break room or in any other 
open area.  Never discuss confidential information at home or in public areas.  These 
sections are “overbroad” as “[e]mployees would construe these provisions as 
prohibiting them from discussing information regarding their terms and conditions of 
employment.”67 
 

 If you engage in a discussion related to [Employer], in addition to disclosing that you 
work for [Employer] and that your views are personal, you must also be sure that 
your posts are completely accurate and not misleading and that they do not reveal 
non-public company information on any public site.  The term “completely accurate 
and not misleading” is overbroad because it would reasonably be interpreted to apply 
to discussions about, or criticism of, the Employer’s labor policies and its treatment 

                                                 
64 GC Memo at p. 3. 
65 At issue was the following policy, which General Counsel found unlawful: 

You are encouraged to resolve concerns about work by speaking with co-workers, supervisors, or 
managers.  [Employer] believes that individuals are more likely to resolve concerns about work 
by speaking directly with co-workers, supervisors or other management-level personnel than by 
posting complaints on the Internet.  [Employer] encourages employees and other contingent 
resources to consider using available internal resources, rather than social media or other online 
forums, to resolve these types of concerns [emphasis added]. 

See GC Memo at p. 11.   
66 GC Memo at p. 4. 
67 GC Memo at pp. 4-5. 
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of employees that would be protected by the Act so long as they are not maliciously 
false.  Moreover, the policy does not provide any guidance as to the meaning of this 
term by specific examples or limit the term in any way that would exclude Section 7 
activity.68 

 
 [Don’t post non-public information on a public site.]  Non-public information 

includes: 

 Any topic related to the financial performance of the company;  

 Information directly or indirectly related to the safety performance of [Employer] 
systems or components for vehicles; 

 [Employer] Secret, Confidential, or Attorney-Client Privileged information;   

 Information that has not already been disclosed by authorized persons in a public 
forum; and  

 Personal information about another [Employer] employee, such as his or her 
medical condition, performance, compensation, or status in the company. 

“Because [the definition of non-public information] specifically encompasses topics related to 
Section 7 activities, employees would reasonably construe the policy as precluding them from 
discussing terms and conditions of employment among themselves or with non-employees.”  
However, “prohibitions on discussing information” related to the “safety performance of 
[Employer] systems or components for vehicles” and “Secret, Confidential or Attorney-Client 
Privileged information” is lawful.69 

                                                 
68 GC Memo at p. 6. 
69 GC Memo at pp. 6-7.  With respect to many of these provisions, the NLRB’s rule appears to be at odds 
with an employer’s obligations under Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) Rule 10(b)(5), an anti-
fraud regulation which prohibits “tipping” or trading on material non-public (i.e., inside) information.  To 
comply with the SEC Rule, many U.S. public companies have developed insider trading policies 
prohibiting employees from using or disclosing material non-public information.  Although the term 
“material” is not defined by the SEC and is determined on a case-by-case basis, it is generally understood 
to include non-public information that a reasonable person would rely on in deciding whether to purchase 
or sell the company’s securities or that might have an effect on the market for the company’s securities.  
See, e.g., TSC Industries v. Northway, Inc., 426 US 438, 449 (1976).  Indeed, model insider trading 
policies typically list as material all of the following: significant changes in the company’s prospects, 
projections of future earnings or losses, a pending or proposed merger or acquisition, and pending or 
proposed acquisition or disposition of a significant asset, a company restructuring, significant related 
party transactions, a change in the company’s cost or pricing structure, a change in management, major 
marketing changes, significant pending or threatened litigation or government investigation, a pending 
bankruptcy or severe liquidity problems, a gain or loss of a significant customer or supplier.  See, e.g., 
The Corporate Counsel Model Insider Trading Policy, Special Supplement January-February 2011 
(available with subscription),  http://www.electronicthecorporatecounsel.com/Issues/CC_TOC/1036.html. 
The integrity of and competence of management―which is common fodder for social media and chat 
rooms―could be “material” in the right circumstances.  Cf. Greenhouse v. MCG Capital Corp., 392 F3d 
650 (4th Cir 2004) (“While we do not hold as a matter of law that a key manager’s education could never 
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 Respect Privacy.  If, during the course of your work, you create, receive, or become 
aware of personal information about [Employer’s] employees, contingent workers, 
customers, customers’ patients, providers, business partners, or third parties, don’t 
disclose that information in any way via social media or other online activities.  You 
may disclose personal information only to those authorized to receive it in accordance 
with [Employer’s] Privacy policies.  “[P]rohibiting disclosure of personal information 
about the Employer’s employees and contingent workers is unlawful because, in the 
absence of clarification, employees would reasonably construe it to include 
information about  employee wages and their working conditions.  ***  [H]owever, 
[ ] the portion of the rule prohibiting employees from disclosing personal information 
only to those authorized to receive it is not, in these circumstances, unlawful.  
Although an employer cannot require employees to obtain supervisory approval prior 
to engaging in activity that is protected under the Act, the Employer’s rule here would 
not prohibit protected disclosures once the Employer removes the unlawful restriction 
regarding personal information about  employees and contingent workers.”70 
 

 Don’t comment on any legal matters, including pending litigation or disputes.  [T]he 
prohibition on employees’ commenting on any legal matters is unlawful because it 
specifically restricts employees from discussing the protected subject of potential 
claims against the Employer.71 
 

 Employees are prohibited from posting information regarding [Employer] on any 
social networking sites (including, but not limited to, Yahoo! finance, Google finance, 
Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, MySpace, LifeJournal and YouTube), in any personal or 
group blog, or in any online bulletin boards, chat rooms, forum, or blogs 
(collectively, “Personal Electronic Communications”), that could be deemed 
material nonpublic information or any information that is considered confidential or 
proprietary.  Such information includes, but is not limited to, company performance, 
contracts, customer wins or losses, customer plans, maintenance, shutdowns, work 
stoppages, cost increases, customer news or business related travel plans or 
schedules.  “[T]he rule prohibiting employees from posting information regarding the 
Employer that could be deemed “material non-public information” or “confidential or 
proprietary” is unlawful.  The term “material non-public information,” in the absence 
of clarification, is so vague that employees would reasonably construe it to include 
subjects that involve their working conditions.  The terms “confidential or 
proprietary” are also overbroad.  The Board has long recognized that the term 
“confidential information,” without narrowing its scope so as to exclude Section 7 
activity, would reasonably be interpreted to include information concerning terms and 
conditions of employment.  ***  [M]oreover, the list of examples provided for 
“material non-public” and “confidential or proprietary” information confirms that 
they are to be interpreted in a manner that restricts employees’ discussion about terms 
and conditions of employment.  Thus, information about company performance, cost 

                                                                                                                                                             
be material, we do find that Mitchell’s education is immaterial here,” given the “total mix” of information 
available).  The NLRB’s expansive rulings on confidentiality create a real problem for public companies 
that need to implement insider trading policies within SEC guidelines. 
70 GC Memo at pp. 9-10. 
71 GC Memo at p. 10. 
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increases, and customer wins or losses has potential relevance in collective-
bargaining negotiations regarding employees’ wages and other benefits.  Information 
about contracts, absent clarification, could include collective-bargaining agreements 
between the Union and the Employer.  Information about shutdowns and work 
stoppages clearly involves employees’ terms and conditions of employment.72 

Significantly, the NLRB found that a “savings clause” advising employees that the policy should 
not be construed or applied in a manner that improperly interferes with their rights under the 
NLRA “does not cure the otherwise unlawful provisions of the Employer’s social media policy 
because employees would not understand from this disclaimer that protected activities are in fact 
permitted.”73 

In September, the NLRB issued a decision in a case against Costco involving a variety of rules 
and policies pertaining to confidentiality.74  The NLRB affirmed the decision of an 
Administrative Law Judge, finding that Costco had not engaged in an unlawful interrogation of 
employees in connection with their union organizing activities.  However, the NLRB found that 
Costco violated employees’ Section 7 rights by maintaining the following policies and/or rules in 
its employee handbook: 

 A policy under which “cause” for termination included, among other things: 

 Unauthorized collection, disclosure or misuse of confidential information relating 
to Costco, its members, employees, suppliers or agents, including but not limited 
to [ ] unauthorized removal of confidential information from Company premises.” 

 A “Privacy Policy” which read: Costco respects our members’ and employees’ right 
to privacy, and it is up to each employee to take every precaution to make sure we 
respect this right. 

 In the course of our business, we collect from our members and employees a 
substantial amount of personal information (such as name, address, phone 
number, e-mail address, social security number, membership numbers, and credit 
card numbers).  All of this information must be held strictly confidential and 
cannot be disclosed to any third party for any reason, unless (1) we have the 
person’s prior consent or (2) a special exception is allowed that has been 
approved by the legal department.  

 An “Electronic Communications and Technology Policy” containing the following 
restrictions: Costco recognizes the benefits associated with electronic 
communications for business use.  All employees are responsible for communicating 
with appropriate business decorum whether by means of e-mail, the Internet, hard-
copy, in conversation, or using other technology or electronic means.  Misuse or 
excessive personal use of Costco technology or electronic communications is a 

                                                 
72 GC Memo at pp. 12-13.  As it pertains to “material non-public information,” the NLRB’s ruling would 
appear to conflict with a public employer’s obligations under SEC Rule 10(b)(5).  See footnote 9, supra. 
73 GC Memo at p. 12. 
74 Costco Wholesale Corporation and United Food and Commercial Workers Union, Local 371, 
Case 34-CA–012421(Sept. 7, 2012), http://www.nlrb.gov/case/34-CA-012421 (Costco).  
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violation of Company policy for which you may be disciplined, up to and including 
termination of employment.  Your use of Costco technology and electronic 
communication systems represents your agreement with the following policies: 

 Every employee is responsible for ensuring that all information relating to Costco, 
its members, suppliers, employees, and operations is secure, kept in confidence, 
and not disseminated or misused. 

* ** 

 Sensitive information such as membership, payroll, confidential financial, credit 
card numbers, social security numbers, or employee personal health information 
may not be shared, transmitted, or stored for personal or public use without prior 
management approval.  Additionally, unauthorized removal of confidential 
material from Company premised is prohibited.75 

“[The applicable rule is that employees are entitled to use for organizational purposes 
information and knowledge that comes to their attention in the normal course of their work 
activity but are not entitled to their employer’s private or confidential records.”  Based on this 
rule, the ALJ found Costco’s definition of confidentiality, which included employee contact 
information that employees had the right to share with one another, was overbroad as “it does not 
distinguish between information obtained in the normal course of work or information obtained 
from Respondent’s files or even between information obtained by employees from contact with 
or discussions with other employees.”76  The ALJ also found the definition of “confidential” 
overbroad to the extent it included the terms “payroll” and “all information relating to Costco 
and its employees.”  Consequently, the rules prohibiting the “unauthorized removal of 
confidential material from Company premises” and listing as cause for termination the “unlawful 
removal of confidential information from Company premises” were unlawful.77 

 A policy under which Costco employees were prohibited “from discussing private 
matters of member and other employees.  This includes topics such as, but not limited 
to, sick calls, leaves of absence, FMLA call outs, ADA accommodations, workers’ 
comp injuries, personal health information, etc.” 

The ALJ rejected Costco’s argument that the rule should be read in context and simply codified 
Costco’s obligation to keep certain medical information confidential.  “While all of the terms and 
conditions of employment listed in the rule can be construed as relating to medical issues, that 
does not change the fact that the rule explicitly prohibits employees from discussing terms and 
conditions of employment.  Thus, an employee would reasonably be constrained by this rule 

                                                 
75 The ALJ rejected Costco’s argument that the that the term “payroll” referred only to “the confidential 
business information component of payroll, such as budgeted payroll and expenses and the like, which 
Costco does not wish to share with its competitors.”  While acknowledging that the rule encompassed 
non-Section 7 items such as “confidential financial,” credit card and social security numbers, and 
“employee personal health,” the term “payroll was ambiguous, such that “a reasonable employee would 
read that term as encompassing their wages or other terms and conditions of employment and that the rule 
inhibits the exercise of Section 7 conduct.”  Costco at p. 12. 
76 Costco at p. 15. 
77 Costco at p. 16. 
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from discussing any complaint that he may have about how Respondent is interpreting or 
enforcing its policies with regard to these issues with other employees or a union, or indeed 
informing a union of what Respondent’s policies are concerning these items.”78   

Equally disturbing is the NLRB’s opinion in Banner Health System,79  Here, too, the NLRB 
reviewed the employer’s confidentiality policy in connection with its investigation of an unfair 
labor practice charge.  The NLRB found that the employer violated employees’ rights under 
Section 7 by routinely asking employees who lodged a complaint not to discuss the matter with 
coworkers while the employer was investigating the complaint, so as to protect the integrity of 
the investigation.  The NLRB stated that “an employer must show that it has a legitimate 
business justification that outweighs employees’ Section 7 rights.”  To impose such a restriction, 
the employer must first determine in each case whether any given witness needs protection, 
evidence is in danger of being destroyed, testimony is in danger of being fabricated, or there is a 
need to prevent a cover up.80 

Last month, a post on the One Mediation blog reported a crackdown on an employee 
confidentiality policy by the EEOC.81  It stated that that the Buffalo, New York, office of the 
EEOC issued a letter to an employer disapproving its written policy warning employees who 
participate in an internal investigation not to discuss the investigation, and stating that a violation 
of the policy may result in discipline.  The blog reported that the EEOC called the policy a 
“flagrant violation” of Title VII and itself an adverse employment action, because it interferes 
with the employee’s right to “oppose” discrimination.  The full text of the EEOC’s letter has not 
been published, but the blog reported that the case was believed to involve allegations of sexual 
harassment. 

LESSON:  

The NLRB’s aggressive stance on employer confidentiality rules may be a back-door attempt to 
side-step the effect of an injunction issued last year barring enforcement of the NLRB’s 
controversial posting rule requiring all employers to post a notice advising employees of their 
rights under the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA).82  Whether or not that is what the NLRB 
intends, advising employees of their Section 7 rights may be the only safe way to avoid running 
afoul of the NLRB’s recent rulings on confidentiality.  At least in Buffalo, the EEOC seems to be 
taking a similar approach with respect to advising employees of their right to contact the EEOC.  

                                                 
78 Costco at p. 10. 
79 Banner Health System d/b/a Banner Estrella Medical Center and James A. Navarro. 
Case 28-CA-023438 (July 30, 2012), http://www.nlrb.gov/case/28-CA-023438 (Banner Health).  
80 Banner Health at p. 2. 
81 Available at http://onemediation.net/2012/08/08/is-instructing-an-employee-not-to-discuss-an-
investigation-a-violation-of-title-vii/.   
82 We initially reported on the NLRB posting requirement last year.  See Northwest Business Litigation 
Blog August 30, 2011 (NLRB orders employers to post notice of employee rights), 
http://www.aterwynneblog.com/oregon_business_litigatio/2011/08/index.html; Ten HR Issues From 2011 
(NLRB Update On New Posting  Requirement) at pp. 24-29 
http://www.aterwynne.com/files/Portland%20Employment%20Seminar%20Ten%20HR%20Issues%20Fr
om%202011.pdf.   Since we initially reported on this issue, the United States District Court in the District 
of Columbia Circuit enjoined indefinitely the NLRB’s posting requirement, until the legal issues 
surrounding it have been resolved.  See http://www.nlrb.gov/poster. 
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Confidentiality comes up in numerous employer policies, rules, and agreements, including, for 
example, policies relating to use and disclosure of confidential and proprietary data, use of 
employer systems (i.e., computers, email, voicemail, Internet), use of social media, insider 
trading, contacts with the media, and investigation of employee complaints.  Given the 
prevalence of policies restricting the disclosure of confidential information and limiting 
discussion of internal complaints of harassment or discrimination, employers should review with 
counsel whether their policies and agreements imposing confidentiality restrictions pose any 
risks and determine whether changes are advisable. 

 

8. COMPUTER FRAUD AND ABUSE ACT UPDATE (Dan Larsen) 

The federal Computer Fraud and Abuse Act (“CFAA”)83 imposes criminal and civil liability for, 
among other things, the knowing access of a computer without authorization or in excess of 
unauthorized access.  Although it was originally enacted back in the 1980s to penalize hackers 
with nefarious goals,84 it has been interpreted by some courts to apply to a much broader range of 
conduct.  Specifically, CFAA has been enforced against employees who allegedly violated an 
employer’s computer use policy.  There is currently a split in the circuit courts regarding how 
broadly CFAA should be applied to employees in this context.85 

The Ninth Circuit, which is most relevant to Oregon, recently decided U.S. v. Nosal,86 finding 
that the CFAA should only be applied to improper access of a computer, not an employee 
exceeding authorized use as defined by the employer’s policy.  In Nosal, the defendant had 
convinced employees of an executive search firm to give him confidential client information 
from the firm’s database.  While the employees were authorized to access the information, the 
employer’s policy prohibited disclosure of the information outside of the company.  The Ninth 
Circuit rejected liability under the CFAA because the employees had authority to access the data, 
even though it was improperly used.  The Ninth Circuit emphasized that a broad reading of 
CFAA would make large groups of employees inadvertent criminals since activities routinely 
prohibited by computer use policies, like using a work computer to surf the web or chat with 
friends, would become a federal crime: 

Minds have wandered since the beginning of time and the computer gives employees new 
ways to procrastinate, by g-chatting with friends, playing games, shopping or watching 
sports highlights.  Such activities are routinely prohibited by many computer-use policies, 
although employees are seldom disciplined for occasional use of work computers for 
personal purposes.  Nevertheless, under the broad interpretation of the CFAA, such minor 
dalliances would become federal crimes.87 

                                                 
83 18 USC §1030. 
84 See generally, U.S. v. Nosal, 676 F3d 854 at 858 (9th Cir, Apr. 10, 2012). 
85 See generally, Synthes, Inc. v. Emerge Med., Inc., 2012 US Dist LEXIS 134886 (ED Pa Sept. 19, 2012) 
(discussing conflicting authority). 
86 676 F3d 854 (9th Cir, Apr. 10, 2012). 
87 Id. at 860. 
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The Ninth Circuit concluded that CFAA “‘target[s] the unauthorized procurement or alteration of 
information, not its misuse or misappropriation.’”88 

The Fourth Circuit similarly interpreted the Act in WEC Carolina Energy Solutions LLC v. 
Miller.89  Again, the court pointed out that a broad reading of the Act could encompass the 
abundant numbers of employees who check Facebook or sporting event scores at work, or 
simply download materials to a personal computer to do work at home. 

This does not mean, however, that CFAA claims against rogue employees are entirely dead on 
arrival.  The U.S. Supreme Court has yet to weigh in on the matter, and trial courts continue to 
examine methods getting around the restraints imposed by the above-mentioned cases.  For 
example, in Weingand v. Harland Financial Solutions,90 a terminated employee was granted 
limited access to his work laptop to copy his personal files.  After subsequent forensic discovery, 
his employer learned that the former employee had copied over 2,700 files belonging to the 
company or its clients, which contained a variety of confidential information.  The trial court 
permitted a CFAA claim to go forward based upon an exceeding authorized access theory. 

LESSON: 

Employers may want to take another look at their computer access restrictions and policies.  
While computer use policies may not provide the basis for a CFAA claim against an employee, a 
computer access restriction may be enforceable under Weingand.  However, it looks like CFAA 
claims will be a limited tool against within the Ninth Circuit unless and until the U.S. Supreme 
Court issues a contrary opinion to Nosal. 

 

9. RETIREMENT PLAN UPDATE (John Walch) 

See PowerPoint slides attached. 

 

10. HEALTHCARE BENEFITS UPDATE (John Walch) 

See PowerPoint slides attached. 

 

                                                 
88 Id. at 863 (quoting authority omitted). 
89 687 F3d 199 (4th Cir, July 26, 2012), petition for certiorari filed Oct. 24, 2012 (No. 12-518). 
90 2012 US Dist LEXIS 84844 (ND Cal June 19, 2012). 
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BONUS ISSUE 
 

11. EMPLOYMENT NEWS: Just the Facts  

The City of Portland is exploring a law requiring most employers to provide mandatory paid sick 
days to their employees.  While there is definitely interest in City Hall, some think the issue is 
better left to the 2013 Legislature.  San Francisco, Seattle, and the State of Connecticut have 
already imposed mandatory paid sick leave laws. 

The Department of Labor’s Office of Disability Employment Policy and the U.S. Department of 
Defense's Office of Diversity Management & Equal Opportunity have jointly established the 
Workforce Recruitment Program (WRP).  The WRP is a recruitment and referral program that 
connects federal and private sector employers nationwide with highly-motivated college students 
and recent graduates with disabilities who are eager to prove their abilities in the workplace 
through summer or permanent jobs.  Through candidate interviews, WRP developed a searchable 
database that is available through the WRP website Private employers interested in taking 
advantage of the database can access it through the National Employer Technical Assistance 
Center at www.askEARN.org. 

Workplace bullying remains on the radar.  Since 2003, 21states have introduced the Healthy 
Workplace Bill (HWB),91 which is legislation being pushed by social psychologist Gary Namie 
and his wife, who was a victim of workplace bullying and, thereafter, suffered from depression.  
To date, no states have enacted the HWB.   

The NLRB recently considered the wording of an employer’s at-will statement in connection 
with an unfair labor practice charge.  Although the typical statement (employment is at will and 
cannot be modified except in a writing signed by a designated individual) passed muster, the 
NLRB contrasted this with a provision requiring employees to refrain from seeking to change 
their at-will status, or acknowledging that their at-will status cannot be changed in any way.  The 
NLRB said the latter language is “essentially a waiver” of the employee's right “to advocate 
concertedly to change his/her at-will status,” and confirmed such language is unlawful.92 

The EEOC reported in its latest Performance and Accountability Report,93 which addresses the 
EEOC’s performance against its four-year strategic plan for fiscal years 2012-2016, that the 
Agency had one of its busiest years ever, setting records for monetary recoveries and large-scale 
litigation.  The EEOC secured more than $61.9 million in relief for parties who requested 
hearings in the federal sector, and a record amount of more than $365.4 million in the private 
sector, which was up $700,000 from 2011.  

 
 

                                                 
91 See http://www.healthyworkplacebill.org/.  
92 See SWH Corporation d/b/a Mimi’s Café, Case 28-CA-084365, October 31, 2012;  
http://www.nlrb.gov/case/28-CA-084365.  
93 See http://www.eeoc.gov/eeoc/plan/2012par_discussion.cfm.  


